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A three-year, $60,000
grant from the Alcoa
Foundation, to support a
law professorship, is presented Indiana University President Elvis J.
Stahr, left above, by
W. F. Kneeland, manager of Alcoa Operations in
Warrick, Ind., representing the sponsoring Alcoa
Foundation. Also present
is William B. Harvey
(right), dean of law at
Indiana.
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Shares
Grant

Indiana University will share
~n

a new professorships pro-

gram created through grants 11
made by the Alcoa Foundation
to 16 schools in 10 states.
The program is designed to
link education more closely with
industry by fostering communication between educators and
the personnel of Aluminum Co.
of America.
The Alcoa Foundation grant

to Indiana University, to support a law ·professorship, will
total $60,000, payable over a
three-year period.
This grant is but a part of
scholarships and other educational aids presently being given to Indiana University by the
Foundation. Assistance also includes four $750 scholarships annually, three in business and one
in any subject area, and faculty
research grants in business.
In accepting the new grant,
Dr. Elvis J. Stahr, LU. president, said, "We are grateful to
the Alcoa Foundation for making this grant to the University
and we welcome the opportunity
for a member of our law faculty
to enrich his program of teaching through this communication
with Alcoa on major problems
of the day."
Speaking for the Alcoa Foundation, W.F. Kneeland, manager of Alcoa's Warrick, Ind., Operations, said, "This law professorship is further evidence of
the Alcoa Foundation's continuing interest in education. The
opportunity for this professor of
law to become acquainted with
Alcoa will, we believe, be mutually beneficial."
Other schools to receive similar grants from the Alcoa Foundation for engineering professorships are North Carolina
State University, Ohio State University, Lehigh University, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
Texas A. & M., University of
Texas, Washington State University, University of Tennessee, University of Illinois, Georgia Institute of Technology, Uni-.
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Stahr, left above, by
W. F. Kneeland, manager of Alcoa Operations in
Warrick, Ind., representing the sponsoring Alcoa
Foundation. Also present
is William B. Harvey
(right), dean of law at
Indiana.
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Indiana University will share
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a new professorships pro-

gram created through grants 1
made by the Alcoa Foundation
to 16 schools in 10 states.
The program is designed to
link education more closely with
industry by fostering communication between educators and
the personnel of Aluminum Co.
of America.
The Alcoa Foundation grant
to Indiana University, to support a law ·professorship, will
total $60,000, payable over a
three-year period.
This grant is but a part of
scholarships and other educational aids presently being given to Indiana University by the
Foundation. Assistance also includes four $750 scholarships annually, three in business and one
in any subject area, and faculty
research grants in business.
In accepting the new grant,
Dr. Elvis J_ Stahr, LU. president, said, "We are grateful to
the Alcoa Foundation for making this grant to the University
and we welcome the opportunity
for a member of our law faculty
to enrich his program of teaching through this communlcatlon
with Alcoa on major problems
of the day.''
Speaking for the Alcoa Foundation, W.F. Kneeland, manager of Alcoa's Warrick, Ind., Operations, said, "This law professorship is further evidence of
the Alcoa Foundation's continuing interest in education. The
opportunity for this professor of
Jaw to become acquainted with
Alcoa will, we believe, be mutuaJiy beneficial."
Other schools to receive similar grants from the Alcoa Foundation for engineering professorships are North Carolina
State University, Ohio State University, Lehigh University, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
Texas A. & M., University of
Texas, Washington State University, University of Tennessee, University of Illinois, Georgia Institute of Technology, Uni-_
versity of Pittsburgh, Iowa
State University, and Clarkson
College- of Technology_

